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Time local master equation connecting the Born and Markov approximations
Christian Karlewski∗ and Michael Marthaler
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Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, D-76131 Karlsruhe, Germany
We present an exact expansion of the master equation for an open quantum system. The resulting
equation is time local and enables us to calculate clearly defined higher order corrections to the
Born-Markov approximation. In particular, we show that non-Markovian terms are of the same
order of magnitude as higher order terms in the system-bath coupling. As a result we emphasize
that analyzing non-Markovian behaviour of a system implies going beyond Born approximation.
Additionally, we address with this approach the initial state problem occurring in non-Markovian
master equations.
PACS numbers: 05.30.-d,03.65.Yz
I. INTRODUCTION
The quantum master equation (QME) for open quan-
tum systems is of huge interest for many different fields of
research in physics1. It describes a quantum system with
a small number of degrees of freedom which is coupled to
another system with many degrees of freedom commonly
called ’the bath’. The difficult task to characterize a
quantum mechanical system which is connected with its
environment is e.g. crucial for our understanding of the
transition from quantum to classical physics2,3. Because
of the generality of the formalism the field of applications
is large. It is used for atoms interacting with electro-
magnetic fields4, non-equilibrium quantum mechanics5,6,
chemical reactions7, tunneling processes2, circuit quan-
tum electrodynamics8–10 and many other systems.
The QME is an equation of motion of the reduced den-
sity matrix of the system of interest ρ
ρ˙(t) = −i[HS(t), ρ] +
∫ t
t0
dt′Σ(t− t′)ρ(t′). (1)
The effect of the bath is contained in the kernel Σ(t− t′)
and the coherent evolution of the system is given by
the first commutator. Because this equation is time
non-local and the kernel can be arbitrary complicated,
a general solution is often rather difficult or not prac-
ticable. So, many different approaches have been de-
veloped to solve this equation and we want to present
a short overview. An exact treatment of the problem
was made by a path integral solution11,12. This solu-
tion comes by the cost that it is resource consuming
and only small systems can be treated. Another exact
treatment of the QME was made by Shi and Geva13
using a extension of the Nakajima-Zwanzig projection
method (NZPM). The NZPM introduces two superop-
erators which projects density matrices on the system
or the bath. Shi and Geva could divide the kernel in
three parts which can be solved exactly using e.g. path
integral methods, but needs less resources. Both meth-
ods can treat arbitrary system-bath couplings, but are
rather complicated in use. Most other methods rely on a
expansion parameter and some assumptions on the sys-
tem. We want to mention here the time-convolutionless
method1,14,15, the T-Matrix approach16–20, the Keldysh-
contour approach21–24 and the text-book Bloch-Redfield
master equation1,25–27, which are all compared in the
comprehensive work of Timm28.
The two most common approximations solving the
QME are the Markov and Born approximation. The
Markov approximation implies that the state at time
t+∂t, where ∂t is an infinitesimal time step, only depends
on its state at time t. This is true for a ’memory-less’ bath
which means that the bath correlation function decays
fast compared to the system dynamics. But of course,
this is not legitimate for all open quantum systems29 and
the initial state problem is one consequence. If the future
state of the system depends on its past, it is not possible
to start the simulation with an out of equilibrium initial
state at time t0. The moment the system is initialized,
the actual initial state correlations which depend on the
way the density matrix was brought to its current state
have been neglected which is only valid for a Markovian
system.
If system and bath are coupled weakly, the Born ap-
proximation can be used. It is the lowest order expan-
sion in the coupling between the bath and the quantum
mechanical system of interest. A correct expansion of
the QME is thus an expansion in correlation time and
coupling strength. Accordingly, using the famous com-
bination of the two approximations, the Born-Markov
approximation, can be a keen confinement and as men-
tioned before much effort has been made to go beyond
these approximations.
In the last 15 years the investigation of non-Markovian
behaviour has become more and more important because
it appears that for many quantum mechanical system of
interest the Markov-approximation is not valid12,13. But
to simplify calculations and often to get analytic results,
the Born-approximation was still used30–35. Our method
focuses on the validity of these approaches.
We developed an expansion of the QME in terms which
can be addressed as orders beyond the Born and Markov
approximation. The expansion gives us the possibility to
exactly establish a connection between Born and Markov
approximation and to show their dependencies. All terms
2are expanded in the coupling between bath and system,
divided by the correlation time of the bath. This means
that it is possible to estimate the order of magnitude of
the next term of each of the approximations. As our
main result we find that using the Born approximation
by investigating non-Markovian behaviour of quantum
systems is in general not reasonable. This method is
most useful if the explicit integral kernels do not have
to be calculated, but a order of magnitude estimation
is needed. As an example of this procedure, we show
that a specific term can be assigned to the initial state
correlations and the error of the initial state problem can
be quantified.
This paper is structured as follows: in the section II
we develop the Markovian expansion and in section III
an expansion in the coupling strength to the bath in di-
agrammatic form. The section IV combines these two
expansions. We present then as an example the investi-
gation of the spin-boson model in section V and a more
general analysis of the initial state problem in section VI.
In the end we conclude in section VII.
II. NON-MARKOVIANITY
Starting from the QME (1) at an initial time t0 → −∞,
our first step is to get a time local equation of the reduced
density matrix. This is possible with an expansion in
terms of derivatives of the reduced density matrix and
primitive integrals of the kernel. We will show later that
there is a small parameter which makes this a meaningful
expansion. A related approach was used by Rojek et al.
in the case of pumping quantum dots36. The first step
is to transform eq.(1) to the interaction picture (~ = 1),
i.e.
AI(t) =U
†(t0, t)AU(t0, t), (2)
U(t0, t) =T e
i
∫
t
t0
dt′H(t′)
, (3)
where T is the time-ordering operator. The resulting
QME is given by
ρ˙I(t) =
∫ t
t0
dt′ΣI(t− t
′)ρI(t
′). (4)
The expansion is achieved by integration by parts of
eq.(4) where an upper index will mark the primitive in-
tegral of a function. The primitive integral of our kernel
is given by
Σ
(k+1)
I (t− t
′) =
∫ t−t′
∞
dt′′Σ
(k)
I (t
′′). (5)
With these ingredients eq.(4) becomes
ρ˙I =−
[∫ t−t′
∞
dt′′Σ
(0)
I (t
′′)ρI(t
′)
]t
t′=−∞
+
∫ t
−∞
dt′Σ
(1)
I (t− t
′)ρ˙I(t
′). (6)
The term in squared brackets evaluated at minus infin-
ity vanishes and the term with t′ = t can be identi-
fied as the Markov approximation. Integration by parts
gives the next terms in the Markov expansion. An effi-
cient way of writing this can be achieved by introducing
S(k) =
(∫∞
0 dt
′Σ
(k)
I (t
′)
)
and ρI(k)(t) as the k
th deriva-
tive of ρI(t). The dynamics of this k
th derivative is given
by
k > 0; ρI(k)(t) =
∞∑
l=k−1
S(1−k+l)ρI(l)(t). (7)
We are interested in eq.(4) which is the equation for the
first derivative
ρI(1)(t) =
∞∑
l=0
S(l)ρI(l)(t). (8)
This equation is exact if all summands are taken into ac-
count meaning no approximation is used and this equa-
tion equals eq. (4). Now, we recursively insert eq.(7) in
eq.(8). The idea is to reduce the kth derivative of ρI(k) till
it reaches ρI(0) (to keep the equation compact we write
ρI(k) without its argument)
ρI(1) = S
(0)︸︷︷︸
A1
ρI(0) +
∞∑
l=1
S(l)
∞∑
m=l−1
S(1−l+m)ρI(m), (9)
ρI(1) = A1ρI(0) + S
(1)S(0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A2
ρI(0)
+
∞∑
l=1
S(l)
∞∑
m=l
S(1−l+m)ρI(m) +
∑
l=2
S(l)S(0)ρI(l−1).
(10)
Inserting eq.(7) to all orders, eq.(4) can be written as
ρI(1)(t) =
(
∞∑
n=1
An
)
ρI(0)(t). (11)
The composition of An made up out of different S
(k) is
a combinatorial problem
An =
∑
m
[
n∏
1
S(fm(n))
]
. (12)
The rules for fm(n) to get the correct terms are:
• The sum of the indices fm(n) for all S
(fm(n)) of one
term must be n− 1, fm(n) ∈ N0.
• Assign each S(fm(n)) from right to left a position
index p. The sum of the indices fm(n) from 1 to a
given position p must be smaller p.
• All terms that fulfill the two rules above must be
summed (
∑
m
).
3As an illustrating example we show the calculation of A3
S(2)S(0)S(0) ⇒ X
S(0)S(2)S(0) ⇒  
S(0)S(0)S(2) ⇒  
S(1)S(1)S(0) ⇒ X
S(1)S(0)S(1) ⇒  
S(0)S(1)S(1) ⇒  


A3 = S
(2)S(0)S(0) + S(1)S(1)S(0).
(13)
The equation (11) is an exact expansion of the QME
(4) and we name this the Markov expansion. It implies
that all derivatives of ρI(0) equal zero in the steady state
solution and the Markovian and non-Markovian solution
are identical. This can easily be seen by the condition
ΣI(0)ρI(0) = 0 for the steady state solution. To find the
small parameter in eq.(11) we have to investigate the time
dependence of our kernel and the coupling to the bath.
III. DIAGRAMMATIC EXPANSION
So far we haven’t specified the form of our kernel. In
principle the kernel contains the whole information about
the interaction with the bath. However, in practice we
calculate the kernel using an expansion in the system
bath coupling. We call this the Born expansion. It is
convenient to visualize this expansion by using the dia-
grammatic expansion on the Keldysh-contour21,37. If all
orders in the coupling are taken into account the QME for
the reduced density matrix ρI of the system is given by
eq.(4). The only approximation made for this equation
is that the full density matrix of system and bath ρISB at
an initial time t0 can be written as a direct product of
the reduced density matrix of the system ρI = trB
{
ρISB
}
and the bath ρIB = trS
{
ρISB
}
ρISB(t0) = ρI(t0)⊗ ρ
I
B(t0), (14)
which is in principle valid for the limit t0 → −∞ but is
not the case for a finite t0 (e.g. t0 = 0) as shown later.
To investigate the kernel of equation (4), we have to
specify how our system looks like. We consider a very
general model of a quantum system coupled to a bath.
The Hamiltonian we want to investigate is separable in
three parts
H = HS +HB +HC . (15)
The system Hamiltonian HS defines the system of inter-
est, the part HB is the bath Hamiltonian and HC is the
coupling between them. We write the eigenstates and
eigenvalues of HS as HS |q〉 = Eq |q〉. The coupling is of
the form
HC = gc ·
∑
i
siXi, (16)
with the coupling strength gc, an operator from the sys-
tem Hilbert space si and from the bath Hilbert space
Xi. The coupling enters explicitly in our kernel ΣI(t−t
′).
Here, ΣI(t−t
′) is the self-energy given by all the possible
irreducible diagrams on the Keldysh contour
ΣI = + + +︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ1
+ + + ...︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ2
+ · · · (17)
A line on the upper or lower contour is a free time prop-
agation of the density matrix. A contraction containing
two vertices is given by
γijqq′ q¯q¯′(t, t
′) = g2c 〈q¯|s
I
i (t
′)|q〉 〈q′|sIj (t)|q¯
′〉 〈XIi (t
′)XIj (t)〉B .
(18)
The time dependence of the last vertex of the diagram is
set to the time of the reduced density matrix t. In the
QME it is necessary to integrate over all the other free
vertices over time taking into account the time ordering
of the vertices. This gives for l contractions 2l − 1 time
integrals.
In the standard Born approximation we only keep the
lowest order, i.e. only a single contraction. This expan-
sion can then be written in numbers of contractions k
represented by a lower index
ΣI(t, t
′) = ΣI1(t, t
′) + ΣI2(t, t
′) + ...+ΣIk(t, t
′) + ... .
(19)
IV. FULL EXPANSION
We now have a closer look at the time dependence of
the kernel. The time dependence of the system opera-
tors sIi (t) can be absorbed in the evaluation of the bath
correlation function (see eq.(18)). We want to estimate
the bath with one characteristic parameter, the minimum
decay rate γmin or maximum correlation time and an ex-
ponential decay Cij(t) = 〈Xi(0)Xj(t)〉 ∝ exp(−γmint).
In general, our method is also useable for other correla-
tion functions for which the order of magnitude for each
integration can be estimated. Our system contains three
relevant energy scales: the characteristic energy scale of
the small quantum system ∆E, the coupling strength
gc and the correlation rate γmin. The ∆E enters the
kernel also in exponential form. Therefore, each inte-
gration of the kernel yields a factor that is of the order
1/(γmin + ∆E). To simplify the terms we approximate
this order of magnitude by ≈ 1/γmin. This is possible
in the limit of small relevant energy scales of the system
compared to γmin. If the relevant system energy ∆E
is larger than the correlation time, the order of magni-
tude of can be approximated by 1/∆E, but the method
itself is still applicable. The Markov approximation is
based on the assumption that ∆E is much smaller than
4γmin = 1/τmin, the system decays fast. The Born ap-
proximation should be valid if the coupling is weak, i.e.
∆E ≫ gc. We will see that a combination of this two
parameters is the expansion parameter in our expansion.
The previously introduced S(k) get another index for
the number of contractions, i.e. S(k) =
∑
l S
(k)
l with
S
(k)
l =
(∫ t
−∞
dt′Σ
(k)
Il (t− t
′)
)
. The order of magnitude
of S
(k)
l contains two factors. First, the number of con-
tractions l generates a factor g2lc . Second, the number of
integrals given by the diagrams 2l − 1 and the primitive
integrals k. Hence, the small parameter which our ex-
pansion is based on is of the order O
(
g2lc /γ
2l−1+k
min
)
. All
together, our final expansion of the QME (4) is
ρI(1)(t) =
(
∞∑
n=1
∑
m
[
n∏
1
∑
l
S
(fm(n))
l
])
ρI(0)(t). (20)
We show as an example the expansion up to O(g6c/γ
5
min)
ρI(1) =
(
S
(0)
1 + S
(0)
2 + S
(0)
3 +
S
(1)
1 S
(0)
1 + S
(1)
2 S
(0)
1 + S
(1)
1 S
(0)
2 + (21)
S
(2)
1 S
(0)
1 S
(0)
1 + S
(1)
1 S
(1)
1 S
(0)
1
)
ρI(0) +O(g
8
c/γ
7
min).
The terms with a single S
(0)
l (first row of eq. (21)) can be
identified as the Markov approximation, whereas terms
which contain only S
(k)
1 (one contraction) form the Born
approximation. By comparing the order of magnitude
of S
(0)
2 = O(g
4
c/γ
3
min) and S
(1)
1 S
(0)
1 = O(g
4
c/γ
3
min), it is
clear, that the second order term in the Born expansion
is exactly of the same order of magnitude then one of
the second order terms in the Markov expansion. This
is also valid for all higher order terms. A higher order
term in Born always corresponds to a higher cross term
in Markov. In this manner a non-Markovian calculation
with Born approximation is not reasonable.
A great advantage of our method is that the different
terms can be understood by there origin and are anyhow
simple to derive. To illustrate how our method can be
used to calculate the dynamics of a system we investi-
gate the behavior the spin boson model. A very useful
property of our method is that for numerical simulations
the terms S
(k)
l can be pre-calculated and do not have to
be computed every time step.
V. SPIN-BOSON MODEL
The ’Drosophila’ for the open quantum systems com-
munity to check new ideas and expansions is the spin
boson model38,39. It explains many interesting problems
like electron transfer reactions40, bio molecules41, cavity-
QED42,43 and general dissipative quantum systems30,44.
This makes it the perfect choice for checking new mod-
els or approximations. The possibility to solve it exact
within the Born-approximation45 and to solve it pertur-
batively in a wide parameter regime46 further increases
its popularity.
The system Hamiltonian is given byHS(t) =
1
2∆Eσz+
gDσx cos(ωDt)·f(t). The driving frequency ωD is fixed to
ωD = ∆E, the energy splitting of the qubit and σz and
σx are Pauli matrices. The function f(t) characterizes
the shape of the driving pulse. The bath of harmonic
oscillators is described by
HB =
∑
i
ωib
†
ibi (22)
with bosonic creation b†i and annihilation bi operators.
We use a specific coupling to the bath HC given by
HC = gc ·
∑
i
(
σ+bi + σ−b
†
i
)
. (23)
For the treatment of the time dependent part of the sys-
tem Hamiltonian, it can be useful to change to the ro-
tating frame. This is done by separating the driving
from the time independent Hamiltonian, i.e. A˜(t) =
e−
i
2∆EσztA(t)e
i
2∆Eσzt.
With an external driving we change also the derivatives
of ρ˜ , thus we use eq.(8) of our Markov expansion which
still includes these derivatives
ρ˜(1) = i[gDσxf(t), ρ˜(0)] +
∞∑
l=0
S˜(l)ρ˜(l). (24)
The derivatives of the reduced density matrix lead to
the qubits inertia when it reacts on the external driving.
We further assume that the kth derivative ρ˜(k) is of or-
der O(gk·2c /γ
k
min), which is exact for a time independent
system Hamiltonian (see eq.(21)). Thus, it is important
that the driving does not change the system too rapidly,
so that our expansion parameter O
(
g2lc /γ
2l−1+k
min
)
is still
valid. Then, the QME up to order O(g6c/γ
5
min) is
ρ˜(1) =i[H˜D(t), ρ˜(0)] +
(
S˜
(0)
1 + S˜
(0)
2 + S˜
(0)
3
)
ρ˜(0)
+
(
S˜
(1)
1 + S˜
(1)
2
)
ρ˜(1) + S˜
(2)
1 ρ˜(2) +O(g
8
c/γ
7
min)
(25)
The driving will in principle also change the energy split-
ting of the qubit. However, we always choose the driving
strength gD to be smaller then the energy splitting of
the qubit, gD ≪ ∆E. The energy eigenvalues of the
system with driving are ±
√
∆E2/4 + g2D ≈ ±
1
2 |∆E|.
The driving strength we will consider in the simula-
tion is gD = 0.2∆E which leads to an energy splitting
≈ ±0.54|∆E|. Therefore, neglecting the effect of the
driving on the energy splitting will not change the ex-
pansion of the kernel. For this system a contraction in
the self-energy Σ˜ always contains one raising σ˜+ and one
lowering operator σ˜−. An exemplary diagram with one
5contraction in this picture is given by
q′
q¯
+q¯′
t′
− q
t
= 〈q¯|σ−e
−i∆Et |q〉 (26)
〈q′|σ+e
i∆Et′ |q¯′〉 g2c
∑
i
〈b˜†i (t)b˜i(t
′)〉B .
As a remark, for our one qubit system it is clear that in
this diagram q¯ has to be the up state |↑〉, q the down
state |↓〉, q′ the down state |↓〉 and q¯ the up state |↑〉.
We define the correlation function according to
reference47 as∑
i
〈b˜†i (t)b˜i(t
′)〉B = C
−(t′ − t)
=
∫ ∞
0
dωJ(ω)n−(ω)eiω(t
′−t)
∑
i
〈b˜i(t)b˜
†
i (t
′)〉B = C
+(t′ − t)
=
∫ ∞
0
dωJ(ω)n+(ω)e−iω(t
′−t), (27)
with the spectral density function J(ω) and the Bose-
Einstein statistic n−(ω) = 1exp(~ω/kBT )−1 and n
+(ω) =
n−(ω)+1. Naturally, this leads to the spectral functions
C˜±(ω) = J(ω)n±(ω) (28)
The spectral density function we use is the Ohmic spec-
tral density with Lorentz-Drude cutoff J(ω) = ω/(1 +
( ωωC )
2) with ωC the cutoff frequency. For all numer-
ical simulations we set the qubit energy splitting to
one, so that all other energies are measured in mul-
tiple of ∆E. The inverse temperature is than always
β = 1kBT = 10∆E, the cutoff frequency is ωC = 10∆E,
so that influence is small.
For our specific choice of the system and approxima-
tions the calculation of the diagrams to any specific order
can be achieved. Because we investigate only one qubit
one energy splitting ∆E between different system states
is possible. As described in the main part, the number
of integrals in the QME is given by the diagram with
nc contractions containing 2nc− 2 time ordered integrals
caused by the number of inner vertices, one integral from
integration of the kernel itself and k integrals from the
number of integration by parts (the Markovian order of
the term). So, for each diagram 2nc − 1 + k integrals
have to be solved. One contraction yields the factors
tl < tk : e
ib∆E(tl−tk)Cc(d(tl − tk)),
{b, c, d} ∈ {−1,+1} (29)
The general form of the integral ordered by the involved
times using the limit t0 → −∞ of an arbitrary diagram
with nc contractions is given by
2nc−1∏
j=1
∫
dωj
Ijnc =
2nc−1∏
j=1
∫
dωj
∫ tj+1
−∞
dtj
(∫ t2nc−t1
−∞
)k
· eiajtj(bj∆E−cjdjωj) · eia2nc t2nc (b2nc∆E−c2ncd2ncω2nc ),
(30)
where the different parameters and constraints on them
are given below. The parameter aj is the sign of tj from
equation (29). Each vertex from left to right is a time
tj , j = 1, 2, ... assigned with tj < tj+1. The frequency
integrals arise from the Fourier-transformation of the cor-
relation functions Ccj (dj(tk − tl))∫
dωj
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dωjJ(ωj)n
cj(ωj). (31)
Therefore, it is clear that only nc Fourier-transformed
contractions exist and thus only nc different ωj . The
integrals will naturally be evaluated only once and not
be double counted. The time integrals to the power k
are symbolic for the antiderivatives of the kernel.
For a given contraction between the time steps tj and
tl holds the constraints:
ωj = ωl, aj = −al, bj = bl, cj = cl, dj = dl. (32)
By introducing the function
Γj = aj(bj∆E − cjdjωj − iajη), (33)
the integrals in (30) can be evaluated to (0 < η ≪ 1 as
convergence factor for t0 → −∞)
2nc−1∏
j=1
Ijnc =
exp
[
i
∑2nc
l=1 Γl t2nc
]
∏2nc−2
j=1 (
∑j
l=1 iΓl) · (
∑2nc−1
l=1 iΓl)
k+1
(34)
For each contraction between tj and tl the corresponding
Γj and Γl fulfill the condition Γj = −Γl in the limit
η → 0. Therefore, the exponent vanishes in this limit
and the numerator is 1. The denominator results with
the Sokhotsky-Weierstrass theorem
lim
η→0+
1
(x + iη)n
= P
1
xn
− ipi (−1)
n−1
(n−1)! δ
(n−1)(x), (35)
where P denotes a principal value integral, in the solution
2nc−1∏
j=1
Ijnc =
2nc−2∏
j=1
(−1)nc+1[piδ0(
j∑
l=1
−Re{Γl})
+ iP
1∑j
l=1−Re{Γl}
]
·
(
(−1)nc+1[pi (−1)
k
k! δ
(k)(
2nc−1∑
l=1
−Re{Γl})
+iP
1
(
∑2nc−1
l=1 −Re{Γl})
k+1
]
)
. (36)
6The next step is to add up diagrams that contribute to
the same in and outgoing states and the same correla-
tions in between. For example, inversion in the center of
the diagrams always leads to such behaviour. This cor-
responds to changing the sign of aj , but not touching the
other parameters bj , cj and dj . This inversion yields a
changing sign of the principal value part in equation (36)
and therefore vanishing imaginary part of the self energy.
For one contraction only the real part with one delta-
distribution δ(ω −∆E) remains. For more contractions
the real part contains always one term with only delta
distributions and no principal value which leads to the
evaluation of the spectral functions at the qubit fre-
quency ∆E, but in principal combinations of the prin-
cipal value integrals also result in real terms. By adding
all diagrams belonging to one element of the reduced den-
sity matrix, these terms cancel, because the parameter cj
is the same for all this diagrams and the parameters aj ,
bj and dj lead to all combination of sign changes that are
than added up. The example below for two contractions
shows the idea.
+ −
+−
+
− +
−+
+
+
+ −
−
+
−
−
+
+
=
∫
ω1
∫
ω2
[(
piδ(ω1 −∆E) + P
i
ω1−∆E
)
(
piδ(∆E − ω2) + P
i
∆E−ω2
)(
piδ(ω1 − ω2) + P
i
ω1−ω2
)
+(
piδ(ω1 −∆E)− P
i
ω1−∆E
)(
piδ(∆E − ω2)− P
i
∆E−ω2
)
(
piδ(ω1 − ω2)− P
i
ω1−ω2
)
+(
piδ(∆E − ω1) + P
i
∆E−ω2
)2 (
piδ(ω2 − ω1) + P
i
ω2−ω1
)
+(
piδ(∆E − ω1)− P
i
∆E−ω2
)2 (
piδ(ω2 − ω1)− P
i
ω2−ω1
)]
=
∫
ω1
∫
ω2
4pi3δ(· · · )3
+
∫
ω1
∫
ω2
2pi

−Pδ(ω1−ω2)(ω1−∆E)2 + Pδ(ω1−ω2)(ω1−∆E)(ω2−∆E)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
− P2 δ(ω1−∆E)(ω1−∆E)(ω1−ω2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0(PV)
− Pδ(∆E−ω2)(ω1−∆E)(ω1−ω2) +
Pδ(ω1−∆E)
(ω2−∆E)(ω1−ω2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0


(37)
The rules to evaluate a diagram are inspired by
reference21, but now specific for our system:
1. A contraction from a −©-Vertex to a +©-Vertex along
the Keldysh-contour gives a factor ∂
kC˜−(±∆E)
∂ωk
2. A contraction from a +©-Vertex to a −©-Vertex along
the Keldysh-contour gives a factor ∂
kC˜+(±∆E)
∂ωk
3. The prefactor g2ncc · (−1)
nc+b is given by nc the
number of contractions, b the number of vertices
on the lower contour and gc the coupling constant
to the bath.
4. Each vertex gives a factor 〈q¯|σi |q〉 with q¯ the in-
coming state and q the outgoing state.
We investigate the different decay of an excited state
of a non-Born-Markov (NBM) simulation including ini-
tial correlations with a simulation using the Born-Markov
(BM) approximation and only using the Born approxima-
tion. The QME in the BM approximation is given by
ρ˜(1) = S˜
(0)
1 ρ˜(0), (38)
which is equivalent to47
˙˜ρ(t) = −
∫ t
0
dτ trB {[HC(t), [HC(τ), ρ˜(t)ρB ]]} . (39)
The Born approximation to all orders without Markov is
given by eq. (8) with only single contraction diagrams,
i.e. S
(l)
1 terms
ρ˜(1)(t) =
∞∑
l=0
S
(l)
1 ρ˜(l)(t), (40)
which is in all orders equivalent to reference47
˙˜ρ(t) = −
∫ t
0
dτ trB {[HC(t), [HC(τ), ρ˜(τ)ρB ]]} . (41)
We compare the dynamics up to the third order in the
Markovian expansion
ρ˜(1) = S˜
(0)
1 ρ˜(0) + S˜
(1)
1 ρ˜(1) + S˜
(2)
1 ρ˜(2). (42)
To include initial state correlations of the excited state
we start our simulation with an equilibrium state and
use a weak pi/2-pulse in the rotating frame to excite the
system. In this setup the initial correlations appear nat-
urally caused by the preparation. The shape of the pi/2-
pulse is given by
f(t) = Θ(t− tp −
pi
2gD
)Θ(tp − t). (43)
The parameter tp is the end of the pulse, the length of
the pulse is pi2gD , the height is the driving strength gD,
so that the area under the pulse is exactly pi/2.
We pulse the NBM system to an excited state which we
then also use as the starting point for the BM simulation
and Born simulation. Thus, we start our investigation
of the decay in all simulations with the same state in
which the initial state correlations are included. To have
a mechanism to measure the difference of the two density
matrices, the trace distance has the right properties to
do so48. It is defined as
D(A,B) = 12 ||A−B||1, (44)
7where A and B are two trace class operators and || ||1
is the trace norm. For our purpose it is important to
get information about the distinguishability between two
reduced density matrices which is exactly the physical
interpretation of the trace distance48. Furthermore, it
can be used as a measure for the strength of the non-
Markovian behaviour48 by testing the increase in time of
the trace distance for two reduced density matrices. This
corresponds to a back flow of information from the bath.
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FIG. 1. In all figures t = 0 corresponds to the end of the
pulse tp. (A) Comparison of the decay of the excited state
between simulations with and without BM-approximation for
the strongest coupling gc = 0.2 for short times and inter-
mediate times. (B) The trace distance D(ρBM , ρNBM ) shows
the distinguishability between reduced density matrices of the
BM simulation ρBM and the NBM simulation ρNBM for dif-
ferent coupling strengths gc. The system relaxes in its equi-
librium steady state which is approximately the ground state
of the system for β = 10∆E. The pulse strength is set to
gd = 0.2∆E.
First, we compare our expansion with the Born-
Markov approximation. The figure 1 (A) shows the im-
mediate exponential decay for the BM simulation, where
on the other side the NBM simulation is depending on its
initial correlations and thus on its past. For short to in-
termediate times this leads to different dynamics. In fig-
ure 1 (C) the trace distance starts for all couplings at zero
but rises rapidly to its peak for very short times. The dis-
tinguishability then decays for all coupling strength, but
for stronger couplings a local minimum is reached for in-
termediate times. This can be interpreted as a back flow
of information in the NBM case and therefore is a mea-
sure for the non-Markovianity of the system. This back
flow is the larger the stronger the coupling is to the bath.
For long times the system decays in its ground state and
than gets indistinguishable. So, for the decay of the one
qubit system, the higher order terms get more important
for stronger couplings, as known, and the non-Markovian
back flow of information can be seen.
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FIG. 2. In all figures t = 0 corresponds to the end of the
pulse tp. (A) Comparison of the decay of the excited state
between simulations with and without Born approximation
for the strongest coupling gc = 0.2 for short times and in-
termediate times. (B) The trace distance D(ρBorn, ρNBM )
shows the distinguishability between reduced density matrices
of the Born simulation ρBorn and the NBM simulation ρNBM
for different coupling strengths gc. The system relaxes in its
equilibrium steady state which is approximately the ground
state of the system for β = 10∆E. The pulse strength is set
to gd = 0.2∆E.
Second, we investigate the importance of the higher or-
der Born terms (see figure 2) in our expansion. Without
the higher order terms (see eq. (42)), the decay of the
system is too slow, as shown in the figures 2 (A). As one
would suspect, the stronger the coupling is the bigger is
the influence of higher order terms and the trace distance
gets larger. Surprisingly, the difference between a sim-
ulation with Born approximation, but without Markov
approximation and the full expansion is even larger for
the strong coupling as the difference to the Born-Markov
approximation. The higher order Markov terms slow the
decay of the excited state down, whereas higher order
Born terms lead to a faster decay. This supports the im-
portance of adding up all terms belonging to the same
order of magnitude.
We want to emphasize here again, that the power of
our method is not to calculate the dynamics of the QME
explicit like it was done in this part, but to analyze open
problems by their order of magnitude. The calculation of
higher order terms in the Born expansion, so higher order
8diagrams is in general challenging. But the advantage of
our method in comparison to directly calculating higher
order diagrams of the QME in its original form is that the
final terms are not time dependent anymore and can be
efficiently pre-calculated for numerical simulations and
do not have to be changed every time step.
VI. INITIAL STATE PROBLEM
To show that our method is useful for other problems
without calculating kernels explicit, we investigate the
initial state problem occurring in non-Markovian dynam-
ics. Instead of using the limit t0 → −∞, it is common to
start with an initial non-equilibrium state at time t0 = 0
and investigate the resulting dynamics. To get a proper
understanding of the behavior of the QME for such an
initial condition, we cut the integral of the exact descrip-
tion for t0 → −∞ at tc = 0
ρ˙I =
∫ 0
−∞
dt′Σ
(0)
I (t− t
′)ρI(t
′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A0
+
∫ t
0
dt′Σ
(0)
I (t− t
′)ρI(t
′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
B0
.
(45)
The term A0 represents the initial correlations of the sys-
tem. The initial correlations have an effect on the dy-
namics of the system which becomes stronger as the sys-
tem becomes more non-Markovian. Therefore, the next
step of our analysis is to apply the Markov expansion
as described before to both terms. The kth order of the
Markov expansion meaning k integrations by part of A0
and B0 are
Ak =
∫ 0
−∞
dt′Σ
(k)
I (t− t
′)ρI(k)(t
′) =
(∫ t
∞
dt′Σ
(k)
I (t
′)
)
ρI(k)(0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
AIC
k
+
∫ 0
−∞
dt′Σ
(k+1)
I (t− t
′)ρI(k+1)(t
′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ak+1
(46)
Bk =
∫ t
0
dt′Σ
(k)
I (t− t
′)ρI(k)(t
′) = S(k)ρI(k)(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
see eq. (8)
−
(∫ t
∞
dt′Σ
(k)
I (t
′)
)
ρI(k)(0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
BIC
k
+
∫ t
0
dt′Σ
(k+1)
I (t− t
′)ρI(k+1)(t
′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bk+1
. (47)
A complete non-Markovian simulation from time tc = 0
corresponds to considering the terms Bk to all orders and
neglecting all Ak. This means, that in each order k the
correct term S(k)ρI(k)(t) is added, but also an unwanted
term BICk produced by the initial correlations. These ini-
tial correlations are decaying exponentially like the kernel
Σ
(k)
I (t) with the correlation time of the bath. Thus, the
BICk for times t larger then 1/γmin go to zero, but can
be important for the short time behavior.
The terms AICk and B
IC
k are identical. Summing up
the terms Ak and Bk to all orders yields the exact limit
t0 → −∞ without cut, since the terms A
IC
k and B
IC
k
cancel each other in all orders. With our method it is
possible to calculate the effect of initial correlations to
any order.
VII. CONCLUSION
We developed another and less complex way to find
the exact expansion of the QME in the coupling to the
bath and in the bath correlation time for an open quan-
tum system resulting in a time local equation. With this
method it is possible to calculate higher order terms in
the Born and Markov expansion and distinguish between
these. In particular, the order of magnitude of each term
can be quantified and shows that higher order terms in
the Born expansion are of the same order of magnitude as
higher order non-Markovian terms. Therefore, we state
that a non-Markovian investigation of a system also re-
quires going beyond Born approximation. Secondly we
address the initial state problem of a non-Markovian time
evolution. Specific terms can be identified as initial cor-
relations by cutting the exact time evolution and can be
calculated to all orders. This result gives scientists an
easy tool to estimate the validity of the common Born,
Markov and initial state approximation and to go be-
yond.
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